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Five key questions

Who are you? 
Why?

What did you look at?
What did you find?

So what?
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Why?

• Often the preserve of senior 
individuals acting as 
representatives of the 
discipline

• Scientists who sacrifice 
themselves to ensure good 
provision for others

• Accounts of scientific leaders 
exist but tend to be 
biographies rather than a 
broader study of leadership 
within scientific projects

• Modern reality contrasts with 
historic effort of a single 
individual (Newton 
Cavendish laboratory 
Radiation Lab). Now involves 
coordinated effort but leaders 
play an important role in 
organisation and direction

• Ernest Lawrence
• Robert Oppenheimer
• Bob Wilson
• Carlo Rubbia
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Megascience projects are a 
subcategory of megaprojects 
(which have budgets of at least 
$1 billion) that incorporate a 
high or very high level of 
technological uncertainty.



What did you look at?

The Tevatron at Fermilab 
(USA)

The Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) at CERN (Franco-
Swiss border)

The ATLAS and CMS 
experiments at CERN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So I chose to conduct two or two and a half case studies depending on your interpretation. To reduce as many variables as possible and to make it relatively simple to get access I chose to investigate particle physics projects. First site was the Tevatron at Fermilab near Chicago in the states which was commissioned in the early 1980s and closed in 2011. The second was the Large Hadron Collider at CERN just outside Geneva which opened in 2008 and is still in operation with manyt upgrades planned. While I was at CERN I had the opportunity to also look at leadership in the LHC experimental collaborations to see if there were any differences between accelerator construction which is organised by a laboratory and an experimental collaboration which generally organises itself. I organised an interview programme but also examined restricted sections of archives to bring in key disputes into discussions as that might help to reveal the nature of leadership in these projects.



What did you find? (1)

Leadership development in 
megascience projects

Secondary to core objectives

Within laboratory structure

Experiential (Apprenticeship)

Identification based on technical 
competence 

Formal training as a support tool for 
practical skills and understand 

organisational functions

Alternative ‘technical guru’ pathways

Characteristic Restrictions

Technical 
competence Essential

Management 
ability

Essential for middle 
managers

Vision Essential for first senior 
leader

Charisma Essential

Transactional 
characteristics

Middle managers at 
project end stages

Guided 
democracy

Only observed in 
experimental 
collaborations

Team 
empowerment Essential

Trustworthiness Essential

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Final characteristics table. Not all characteristics from the other two made it into the final table as I concluded that some were limited to a specific laboratory context. But rather pleasingly technical competence takes its place of primacy *phew*. Other than the discussion about guided democracy, there isn’t much difference between scientists working on a megascience project and other engineering projects. Should we be particularly surprised by this? I don’t think so – before experimentation takes place the apparatus must be assembled. In this regard, other than the novel technology, an MSP is another construction project. Experimental collaborations are rather different. While many of the characteristics of leaders are very similar there is an additional dimension which appears to be down to the financial arrangements. While with something like the LHC the central laboratory controls 80% of finances directly, for CMS or ATLAS, 80% of finances are held by the collaborators themselves. Collaborators who can leave their aspect of the collaboration and go elsewhere with no penalties for doing so. It necessitates a very different style of leadership and while early discussions suggested that the leader should be more consultative, upon further discussion some suggested the idea of guided democracy as a means of controlling the collaboration. Such an individual may appear to embody the characteristics of a democratic leader but will take steps to manipulate behind closed doors to ensure that the correct decision is taken as sometimes collaborators won’t back off after a decision has been taken.



What did you find? (2)

Phase Characteristics of phase Characteristics of phase-specific senior leader

Initiation Many technical ambiguities. Internal debate over which 
big machine should form basis of laboratory strategy

Authoritarian. Technically focussed. Very charismatic.
Well-suited to transformational or authoritarian leaders

Approval
Internal debate settled around machine. Funding for 

machine required which necessitates agreement 
amongst stakeholders

Democratic. Consultative. Seeking to build consensus and trust amongst 
stakeholders

Construction
Civil engineering and machine assembled. Project 

leader takes lead role and has freedom to be 
authoritarian if necessary

Oversight of the project leader. Rarely intervenes except in the event of a 
major crisis which risks loss of stakeholder trust

Exploitation

Shift in focus:
a) Fully exploiting the now-completed machine

b) Horizon scanning to determine the characteristics 
of the next big machine

Support role to help the laboratory and collaborations generate data. 
Moving resources to help individuals investigate promising technologies 

for the next big machine.

Tailoring leadership to suit phase-specific project needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One finding that emerged unrelated to my original RQs was that the senior leadership of a laboratory was partly tailored to meet certain phase specific needs of the project. Actually this first emerged in the form of a prediction from a Fermilab interviewee “LHC dominates CERN to such an extent that they select the DG to meet its needs – bet you it’ll be a data miner next” in 2014. And I noted the subsequent nomination of Fabiola Gianotti as the next DG and I thought that maybe there’s something to this. And during the CERN fieldwork many of my interviewees freely acknowledged this and regarded it as a key strength of CERN



So what?

Contribute to Team Science 
training programs
• Leadership and ‘softer skills’ 

increasingly emphasised both in 
research and industry

• Provides some of the foundations 
in the development of such 
programs
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Laboratories
• Embrace the finding that leaders 

are trained within the laboratory 
environment and provide 
assistance to help with the 
identification.

• Re-focus existing leadership 
training programmes to become 
more of a crash course in how to 
navigate the laboratory’s 
procedures and processes.

• Start selecting senior leadership 
with the intention of enabling 
these project phases

Extend Study within Science
• Incorporate additional HEP 

laboratories into the study (KEK, 
SESAME, other DOE labs)

• Bring in other types of 
megascience project into the 
study (ESA, NASA, Falcon Heavy 
(SpaceX), LIGO, ITER)

• Look at laboratories outside of 
physics altogether
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